Introduction
Established in 1974 Marble Hill Fireplaces offer one of the largest and most comprehensive selections of
fireplaces in the UK.
Whatever fireplace you choose Marble Hill manufactures each mantel to the highest quality and with the
same attention to detail. Period style fireplaces are precise copies of authentic designs, whilst our
contemporary fireplaces reflect the clean lines and simplicity that is so popular in interior design today. Our
skilled masons select only the finest materials. As the majority of our fireplaces are manufactured in the
United Kingdom, our quality is unsurpassed.
With over 3 floors of showrooms you will find a visit to Marble Hill worthwhile. Here you can see our
splendid choice of Antique, Reproduction and Contemporary mantels, fire-baskets, gas fires, mirrors and
accessories.
Our fully trained consultants will be happy to advise you on the technical and aesthetic aspects of your
fireplace choice, with a special emphasis on interior design. We also offer a complete installation service by
our own teams of CORGI registered fitters.
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Front cover: STEPSTONE
shown in Limestone with a Contemporary basket and Spherical Dogs.

BUCKINGHAM
shown with a Medium Adam style pierced fret basket.
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FLAT VICTORIAN shown in Limestone with a Plain Arch Interior.

Stone
The popularity of stone has never been greater.
Our Limestone is mainly sourced from the
quarries of Cascais in Northern Portugal.
The soft, natural colour and smooth texture make
it particularly suitable to blend with today’s soft,
muted tones and the restrained simplicity of
current design trends.
MANHATTAN
shown with a Contemporary basket.

OLIVER
Available in New Cream stone
shown with a Duo firebox and Modern front.

BOLECTION
shown with a Cadogan basket.

KENSINGTON
shown with a Savoy basket.

Bolection
is also
available
in these
styles.
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BAUHAUS shown in Bathstone with a Stirling basket
(also available in Limestone).

LIMESTONE CARVED CORBEL
shown with a Stanhope basket.

LIMESTONE ARTS AND CRAFTS
shown with a Mackintosh basket.

LIMESTONE REGENCY BULLSEYE
shown with a Medium Adam style scroll basket.

LOUIS XIV STYLE IN FRENCH LIMESTONE
shown with a Fancy Inset

PROVENÇAL STYLE IN FRENCH LIMESTONE
shown with a Simple French basket.

LOUIS XV STYLE IN FRENCH LIMESTONE
shown with an Ornate French basket.
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WAKEHURST
shown in Limestone with a Contemporary basket and Spherical Dogs.

AMBERLEIGH
shown in Limestone with a Stirling basket.
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CLARENDON
shown in Limestone with a Steel Regency style basket.

CHARTERHOUSE
shown in Limestone with a Contemporary basket.
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Our Balanced Flue Fires are up to
80% efficient. They offer unique
design solutions as they do not need
conventional chimneys. Our Wood
Burning and Multi Fuel Stoves are
approved for use in Smoke Free areas.
For a full range of our Energy Efficient
fires and technical details please see
our web site www.marblehill.co.uk
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Main Picture:
Bellfires Derby
Top Right:
Bellfires Room Divider
Middle Right:
Mozart Wood Burner
Lower Right:
Stanford Multi Fuel
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LARGE PANELLED CORBEL
shown with a Blenheim Interior.

CARVED CORBEL
shown with an Ornate Arch Interior.
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EDWARDIAN FLUTED CORBEL
shown with a Simple Arch Interior.

Marble
For centuries marble has been a material prized by
craftsmen for its natural beauty.
Taking influences from the classical simplicity of the
Georgian period, to the more robust designs of the
Victorian age, we have a fireplace style to suit every
home.
The classic proportions of these Chimney pieces make
them equally suitable for modern or period properties.
All our mantels are available in Imperial or Carrara
marble.

LARGE REEDED REGENCY
shown with a Regency style Hob-Grate.

FLUTED REGENCY
shown with a Steel Low Louis Pierced basket.

GEORGIAN ROUNDEL
shown with a Regency style basket.

IRISH REGENCY
shown with a Sheldon Hob-Grate.

FLAT VICTORIAN
shown with a Steel Regency style basket.
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Reproduction French Style Chimney pieces

NAPOLEON
A white marble chimney piece in the Louis XVI style with a breakfront shelf above a panelled frieze
finely carved with ribbon tied laurel branches. Shown with a Dorchester basket.
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ROSE SWAG
A white marble chimney piece in the Louis XVI style with a breakfront shelf above a panelled
frieze with intricately carved rose swag and macaroons. Shown with a Cumberland basket.

Our range of reproduction mantels have been created from authentic designs in the finest
quality white marble. The ornate detailing is carved to the highest standard of craftsmanship.
Other styles available.

ANTOINETTE
A white marble chimney piece in the Louis XV style
with a serpentine shelf above a moulded frieze carved
with shell and foliate scrolls.
Shown with a Beaulieu basket.

THE SMALL LAUREL
A white marble chimney piece in the Louis XVI style
with a simple moulded shelf above a panelled frieze,
decorated with ribbon tied laurel branches. Shown
with a Regency style basket.

JOSEPHINE
A white marble chimney piece in the Louis XV style
with a serpentine shelf above a moulded frieze carved
with shell and foliate scrolls.
Shown with a Pierced Medium Adam style basket.

THE LAUREL
A white marble chimney piece in the Louis XVI style with a
moulded shelf above a panelled frieze, decorated with ribbon
tied laurel branches. The jambs are carved with acanthus
scrolls and beads. Shown with a Low Louis Pierced basket
and a Contre Coeur interior.
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ANTIQUE

Chimney pieces
At our Twickenham showrooms we hold one of the largest stocks of antique French chimney pieces in
the UK. These original pieces are all hand carved and have been sympathetically restored by our own
craftsmen to enhance the intricate and detailed carving and enrich their original patina.
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ANTIQUE LOUIS XV STYLE
TROIS COQUILLES
shown with a Simple French basket.

ANTIQUE LOUIS XVI STYLE
patera frieze, acanthus and bead legs,
shown with a Carlton basket.

ANTIQUE LOUIS XVI STYLE
with stylised floral motif frieze, shown with
a Medium Adam style basket.

ANTIQUE LOUIS XVI STYLE
bow-fronted chimney piece, with fluted frieze,
shown with a Cadogan basket.

Examples from our extensive range of French antique marble chimney pieces.
For further examples visit our website www.marblehill.co.uk

ANTIQUE LOUIS XVI STYLE
with crossed laurel branches and acanthus and bead legs,
shown with a Medium Adam style steel basket.

ANTIQUE POMPADOUR PLAT
shown with a Steel Regency style basket.

ANTIQUE POMPADOUR
shown with a Brass Regency style basket.
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HEMPEL fire surround in Limestone - made to measure.

Bespoke Chimney pieces

REPRODUCTION ADAM
A George III style mantel, hand carved in Statuary marble inlaid with Sienna.
Shown with a Large Pierced Adam style basket.
(Further examples from our large range of Adam style mantels available on request).

PUGIN
shown in French Limestone with a Millington basket.
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Fire Baskets
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Versailles

Dorchester

Blenheim

Cumberland

Beaulieu

Ornate French

Simple French

Georgian

Stanhope

Cadogan

Chester

Carlton

Regency Steel

Low Louis Steel

Contemporary

Mackintosh

Windsor

Stuart

York

Rectangular Steel

Fire Baskets continued
All fire baskets suitable for real coals and living flame gas coals. Selected models can be converted to electric fires.

Pierced Adam A

Pierced Adam C

Adam Diamond

Adam Scroll

Adam Chippendale

Regency

Low Louis Pierced

Low Louis Flame

Low Louis Egg & Dart

Simple Inset Brass

Rectangular Brass

Fancy Inset Brass

TO
RICHMOND STATION

If you have a specific requirement that
has not been covered in our brochure we will be
happy to try to source this for you

70–72 RICHMOND ROAD,
TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 3BE
TEL: 020-8892-1488
EMAIL: sales@marblehill.co.uk
WEBSITE: www.marblehill.co.uk
British Rail to Twickenham or Richmond (via Waterloo), District Line to Richmond
Back cover: An antique Louis XV style marble mantel with intricately carved frieze and jambs.
Shown with a Medium Adam style Chippendale basket.
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70 – 72 RICHMOND ROAD, TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX, TW1 3BE
TELEPHONE: 020 8892 1488 FACSIMILE: 020 8891 6591
EMAIL: sales@marblehill.co.uk WEBSITE: www.marblehill.co.uk
OPENING TIMES: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10.00AM – 5.30PM, SATURDAY
CLOSED SUNDAYS AND BANK HOLIDAYS

10.00AM – 5.00PM

